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What is SCORCH?



SCORCH
• “SCORCH” was the name of a bacteria, a deadly strain 

of streptococcus pneumoniae, causing a global 
pandemic.

• We named the game after the pandemic
• A six-week experience
• High school and higher ed. versions
• Students interacted online and (some) face-to-face

• Combined
• Alternate Reality Gaming (narrative)
• Problem-based Learning
• Curriculum Integration

• SCORCH is just one narrative 
• Many possibilities for an Alternate Reality Learning 
Experience



ARLE = Alternate Reality Learning Experience

A learning game that connects:
Students
Instructors

      ….across subjects, classrooms, 
         institutions and grade levels

Everyone works together to solve a problem



Narrative (Game)

ELA

Class Class

Science

Class Class

Poli Sci

Class Class



Alternate Reality Gaming

• Not a video game
• The world is your platform

• Use of multimedia, crowdsourcing
• Narrative is interactive

• Participants create the narrative as 
they go



Collaborative, Problem-Based Learning

Engage 21st-Century skill building

• Problem solving
• Critical thinking
• Creativity
• Collaboration
• Reflection
• Communication

While covering subject-specific
content



Curriculum Integration

• Subjects are not unrelated parts, but rather combined 
into a whole

• Make connections
• Across disciplines
• To real life

• “Theme-based” unitsbased” units



Major Elements of an ARLE



Major Elements
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LE

Narrative

Subject 
content

Technology

Gaming 
elements



SCORCH: Narrative
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Content Emphasis Areas

SCORCH
Biology/Life Science
English/Language Arts
Political Science/Government 
Ethics
Economics

Future Games
…could target
Math
Chemistry
Coding
History



High School Outcomes

Standards-Aligned

Common Core

Next Generation Science Standards

National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies



Higher Ed. Outcomes
Developed by a Subject Matter Expert Board



Lesson Plans



Context Documents



The Technology: Pearson LearningStudio





All students
Students in one 
discipline
Individual 
instructor’s course











Gaming Elements







Major Findings





Findings from the pilot run:
How satisfied were you with SCORCH (all students)?



Discussion Forums (High School)
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Number of students enrolled = 177
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What students liked:

Findings from the pilot run

Collaboration
• Being able to share our insight with other students around 

the world

• The team work and creativity needed to complete the 
assignments

• Getting to collaborate with my fellow students in order to 
solve a problem

Discussions
• Some of the class debate and discussion that our teachers 

augmented to the online component was really strong and fascinating.



What instructors liked:

I loved the relevancy of the topic, and the fact that my 
students could interact with students at other schools.

Students saw a bigger purpose than they would normally.

I liked the ease of presenting the material and how the lesson 
plans were ready to go.

There were more opportunities for group problem solving, and 
use of the jigsaw method to acquire information quickly.

Seeing the kids dig into the topics and think in the role play. 

Findings from the pilot run



What students thought we could improve:

Professional Development

• “I would change the overall teacher knowledge 
because I feel like a lot of the teachers didn't really 
know what they were doing”

• “…better instruction on what to use the content for”

Findings from the pilot run



What students thought we could improve:

Content

“…a better organization of content and information”

“…I would add a ton more problem solving and hands 
on activities”

Findings from the pilot run



What students thought we could improve:

Technology

“Website needs to be easier to navigate, better 
organization per week info, and the discussion forum 
was chaotic.“

“…a more professional and modern site. Make the interface 
more user friendly.”

Findings from the pilot run



What students thought we could improve:

Gaming Elements

“You should make it more hands on and interactive for 
students. You could do this by making the different 
roles and decision making processes more accurate to 
real life.”

“…a more intense immersion into the simulated crisis, 
and a better sense of control over the alternate 
reality.”

Findings from the pilot run



I would make it more interactive with more frequent updates.

There needs to be much more direction at the start…More social 
media, more video, and more interaction between the 
subjects please!

More time and an easier to navigate platform. Much of the site 
could be slimmed down. 

I would change some of the resources. They were not age 
appropriate for high school students-they were geared more 
towards younger students and that turned some students off.

What instructors thought we could improve:

Findings from the pilot run



Lessons Learned from the Pilot ARLE
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ARLE – Areas for Improvement

Improve the 
narrative & pace to 

keep students 
engaged.



ARLE – Areas for Improvement



ARLE – Areas for Improvement



ARLE – Areas for Improvement
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Narrative

Content

Technology

Gaming 
elements

ARLE – Areas for Improvement

Create content that 
connects to the 

narrative. Create 
NPC content for all 
possible outcomes 

and/or have players 
create it.
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Narrative

Content

Technology

Gaming 
elements

ARLE – Areas for Improvement

Improve the user 
experience (update 
LMS features, more 

social media).
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Narrative

Content

Technology

Gaming 
elements

ARLE – Areas for Improvement

Make the ARLE more 
game-like 

(controllable, 
uncertain outcome).



ARLE – Areas for Improvement



Recommendations

1. Start small – keep it manageable. 
–Be prepared for some on-the-fly support (context 
documents, changes to lessons plans)



Recommendations

2. Consider how to create non-playing character (NPC) 
content

–Do you create everything for all possible decision points?
–Do players create some of the content themselves? (And 
if so, what is the timetable?)



Recommendations

3. Encourage instructor participation
–Lesson plan templates
–Give specific responsibilities (e.g., for discussion forum 
participation)



Recommendations

4. Technology: Choose the right tool for the job
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